DESIGN PROPOSAL - Short Sleeve SkinSuit with Zipper Pocket

PMS COLORS
- WHITE
- BLACK

COLOR ZIPPER
- WHITE

COLOR STITCHING
- N/A

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

APPROVED BY:  

SIGNATURE:  

DATE OF APPROVAL:  

The color tones are selected from the universal Pantone Grid. Velocé Speedwear reserves the right to a 10% variation in the artwork; once the colors are transferred to the finish product. Printed and visual image may vary based on your screen and printer equipment & configuration. The customer certifies having obtained any necessary authority to use all logos other than “Velocé Speedwear”, appearing in the finish product and its liable for any consequences arising from unauthorized use of any logo, with exception of “Velocé Speedwear” Logo.

ANY REPRODUCTION OF THE ARTWORK PRESENTED IN THIS FORM IS PROHIBITED. VELOCÉ SPEEDWEAR HAS THE PROPERTY RIGHT OF THIS DESIGN

VELOCÉ SPEEDWEAR | 800-594-3331 | INFO@VELOCESPEEDWEAR.COM